
What to Look For in December!
American Holly

Longest Night Moon

LAKE ROLAND 
M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

D E C E M B E R  2021

Natural Ornaments           *PRICE REDUCTION*
Saturday, December 11th, 2:00pm -4:00p     Ages 7+          
Cost of program is now $3 per person ($2 members)
Listen to holiday tunes and create ornaments from natural
materials for your home or to give as a gift. 

Snow Story Time
Sunday, December 19th, 11:00am - 11:45am

All Ages           Free
Where do animals go when it snows? How do the ready
themselves for winter weather? Join us to read a book that
answers these questions and more!

American Holly is a species of evergreen
tree featuring waxy, pointy leaves. These
tough leaves are deer resistant and help
retain moisture in the winter. While toxic to
humans, the red berries are eaten by many
different birds and small mammals

Currently, the Lake Roland Nature Center is open for
visitation and restroom use. All individuals entering the
Nature Center must wear a mask. Pavilion rental requests
for the 2022 calendar year will be accepted starting January
24th. The Dog Park and Playground are open. Lake Roland
will continue to host programs throughout winter. Space is
limited and pre-registration is required. For more
information, please visit our website at
www.lakeroland.org

December's full moon will be on the
longest night of the year. On Saturday the
18th, at around 11:40pm, the moon will
reach its peak and will on be display for the
most amount of time this year!

COVID-19 Updates and Recommendations 

1000 Lakeside Drive, Baltimore, MD, 21210

Upcoming Programs:

Editor:  Kyle  Brickel l



Ben Porter: New Chief of NAEC

Sowy Owl Returns to Maryland
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We're happy to announce that Nature,
Agriculture and Environmental Centers has
gotten a new Chief: Ben Porter. NAEC includes
Baltimore County parks such as Lake Roland
Marshy Pointy, and Oregon Ridge. Ben started
with Baltimore County Dept. of Recreation and
Parks in 2002 at the Oregon Ridge Lodge.  After
some time with the National Park Service, he
accepted a full time position here at Lake Roland
in 2011. The following year, he moved over to
Marshy Point Nature Center, where he has been
working as the Naturalist II. In his free time, Ben
likes getting out on the water to do some fishing,
crabbing, and photography. 

By Anita Tyler

     A snowy owl has been sighted in Dorchester County,
Maryland this past weekend. It’s exciting and rare when a
snowy owl visits Maryland! What makes it so special?
 
— Snowy Owls are Arctic owls. They may migrate to
southern Canada and the northern United States in winter;
rarely do they fly this far south.
 — Snowy owls are beautiful: almost all white, and the
largest Northern American owl
 — Snowy owls will perch in conspicuous, treeless spots
and wide-open spaces during daylight hours (unlike most
other owls) and may sit still in the same spot for hours.
So, if one is in the area, you stand a good chance of
actually seeing it.

     The reason for snowy owls migrating this far south is still a bit of a mystery. “It’s mostly about food and babies, but
we have a lot to learn about this phenomenon,” according to Project SNOWstorm, a research project. “Some birds
migrate south predictably and regularly, while others remain on the breeding grounds or actually move north, onto the
Arctic sea ice. But every once in a while, snowy owls come flooding down from the north in a phenomenon known as an
irruption.”

 If one arrives in your area, be sure to follow proper etiquette: don’t get to close to harass or disturb the bird 
and use binoculars or a spotting scope to watch from a safe distance.
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The Many Names of Snow

     Winter, officially starting on December 21st of this year, is nearly upon us! Soon children everywhere will be doing
the snow dance while kids at heart salt their driveways. Whether you’re hoping for snow or dreading it, if the world
does turn glistening white, what sort of snow can we expect to see? The answer depends on several factors including
temperature, humidity (how much water vapor is in the air), and vapor pressure (how much water the air would contain
if saturated). The weather event that produces the snow also helps to determine how it forms and falls.
     Meteorologists, skiers, dog sledders, and residents of colder Northern climates all have their own classifications for
different types of snow and ice. It's fairly well know that the Eskimos and Inuits have many different words for the types
of snow, up to 50, but did you know the Scots had over 400!? Those who study weather need formal words to
distinguish between different types of snow-producing events, precipitation, and intensity. It’s officially a blizzard if
snow falling from the sky or blown by the wind reduces visibility to less than a quarter mile for three hours or more, and
if the wind is steady or gusting frequently at speeds above 35 mph.  One interesting phenomenon known as lake-effect
snow occurs when cold air flows over a warmer body of water; the layer of air closer to the surface, warmed by the
water below, carries water vapor from the lake upward into the colder air where it freezes to form a localized snow
band. Thundersnow, usually characterized by heavy snowfall, happens when a snowstorm generates lightning and
thunder. There are terms for more mundane but useful distinctions, too! Heavy, moderate, and light snow are
determined by visibility: less than half a kilometer, between half and one km, and one km or greater, respectively.

by Kiana Shurkin

      Scientists have also come up with taxonomies
to describe how snow forms on the ground after it
falls. The patterns of bowl-shaped depressions that
pockmark the surface of fallen snow when it starts
to melt in sunlight are called suncups. In some
cases, the snow in the depressions can melt away
entirely, leaving elongated blades of snow or ice
called penitentes that can stand up to 5 meters in
height. Wind sometimes blows steps or ripples
through a snowpack; larger ripples are known as
sastrugi. Cornices are conical, compacted drifts of
snow with overhanging tops, beautiful to behold but 

Anatomy of a snow cornice. The cornice itself, hanging off the edge of the
hillside or ridge, could break off and create an avalanche, sweeping away
climbing or skiers.

 dangerous to climbers due to their instability.
     Winter athletes have their own slang to describe what kind of snow has fallen and how good it will be for their sport.
Skiers have a bounty of terms for what kind of snow is on the slopes. “Corn snow” occurs with repeated melting and
freezing, causing the snow to form into "pellets." Concrete is what you get when all the snow has frozen solid to itself,
offering little for the skier or snowboarder to gain any traction on. Crust happens when the snow has become softer in
warmer temperatures, but then has the top layer frozen due to a sudden cold snap. The dream is to get into fresh
"powder," light and fluffy snow that offers both traction for turning, and cushioning for landings.
     People seeing snow for the first time in their lives often describe it as surreal, almost heavenlike; waking up to a
white black with flakes falling from the sky. For us Marylanders, snow isn't anything new, and many of us might even
see it as a nuisance; slicking the roadways and making us late for work or school. Whether your hitting the slopes,
shoveling it off the sidewalk, or watching it fall while you sip hot cocoa, snow is anything but boring. Whatever you
want to call it, there's no denying that it helps to create a unique feeling wherever it falls. 
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We rely on membership fees and donations to fund the Lake Roland Nature Council’s 
efforts and projects in the park. Please join us in supporting Lake Roland.

To become a member: Visit us at lakeroland.org - Join Lake Roland
                                           For any questions and/or concerns: Please contact us by email at                                            

LakeRol-RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov or by phone at 410-887-4156.

Join Lake Roland!

Lake Roland to Host Maryland Master Naturalist Training

Lake Roland Wish List

Please consider visiting the Lake Roland Amazon Wishlist and donating an item. Anything helps!

 
Links to our Amazon Wish List and Amazon Smile Account can be accessed by selecting the Donate to Lake
Roland tab on our website at LakeRoland.org or by clicking the links at the bottom. AmazonSmile is a
nonprofit division of Amazon that will donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible products to the Lake
Roland Nature Council. It is a safe and secure way to support the park without any cost to you.

 AmazonSmile Account Amazon Wish List

     The Maryland Master Naturalist program
was designed to give its trainees the skills and
knowledge to become better stewards of
Maryland's natural resources and ecosystems.
Through volunteer work and educational
programing, Master Naturalists help to spark
interest and put boots on the ground where it's
needed most. Through a rigorous 60 hour,
multi-week course volunteers are taught a broad
spectrum of topics ranging from taxonomy and
climate science, to human impacts and effective
teaching and interpretation techniques.

     Lake Roland will hosting a full Master Naturalist training program in the spring of 2022. Classes will be every
Wednesday, from 10:00am-4:30pm, starting March 2nd and ending May 4th. Applicants must be 18 years of age or older
to apply. The cost of the course is $250. Applications have already started coming in and space is limited. If you would
like to apply or have any questions, please email us at:

lakerol-rp@baltimorecountymd.gov

Classes are taught by both university professors, and experts in the field. Once completed, Master Naturalists are required
to volunteer at least 40 hours per year in order to maintain their certification. 

http://lakeroland.org/
https://smile.amazon.com/ref=smi_ext_ch_45-1462130_dl?_encoding=UTF8&ein=45-1462130&ref_=smi_chpf_redirect&ref_=smi_ext_ch_45-1462130_cl
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/2C7XJI9JX4VCX?&sort=default

